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Ptychographic x-ray diffraction microscopy is a lensless imaging technique with a large field of view and high
spatial resolution, which is also useful for characterizing the wavefront of an x-ray probe. The performance of this
technique is degraded by positioning errors due to the drift between the sample and illumination optics. We propose
an experimental approach for correcting the positioning errors and demonstrate success by two-dimensionally
reconstructing both the wavefront of the focused x-ray beam and the complex transmissivity of the weakly
scattering objects at the pixel resolution of better than 10 nm in the field of view larger than 5 μm. This method is
applicable to not only the observation of organelles inside cells or nano-mesoscale structures buried within bulk
materials but also the characterization of probe for single-shot imaging with x-ray free electron lasers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray diffraction microscopy1 (XDM) is a lensless x-ray
imaging technique based on coherent diffraction measure-
ments and iterative phasing methods. After the first demon-
stration in transmission geometry2 and reflection geometry,3

applications to various materials4,5 and biological systems6–8

have emerged in synchrotron experiments. Very recently,
a single mimivirus has been observed by XDM using the
single-pulse beam of an x-ray free electron laser (XFEL).9 The
original geometry of XDM, in which the sample is illuminated
with an x-ray plane wave, is limited to an isolated object.
Two experimental approaches were proposed to remove this
important limitation. One is keyhole imaging,10 in which a
finite expanding beam can be used to define a finite extent
for the wavefield leaving the object. The other approach is the
scanning scheme,11 which is called “ptychography,” in which
a probe is scanned across the sample and the diffraction pattern
is observed at each beam position.

Ptychographic x-ray diffraction microscopy (PXDM) was
first demonstrated in 2007.12 In PXDM, coherent diffraction
patterns are collected so that the illumination area overlaps
with the neighboring position. The complex transmission
function of objects is iteratively retrieved using a ptychograph-
ical iterative engine,13 which is an iterative phasing method.
Recently, PXDM has been applied to the large-field-of-view
and high-resolution imaging of biological samples in two14,15

and three16 dimensions. PXDM enables us also to reconstruct
the wavefront of probes by using modified algorithms,16,17

which has been applied to the characterization of the complex
wavefield of x-ray nanobeams.19–21 The spatial resolution of
PXDM is limited, in principle, only by the x-ray wavelength
and the largest scattering angle recorded. The use of highly
focused incident x-ray beams is effective for collecting high
angle diffraction data at a high signal-to-noise ratio.22–24 Note
that PXDM is very sensitive to drift between the sample
and illumination optics,21 indicating that both the resolution
and field of view are degraded by positioning errors of the

x-ray probe. Therefore, exact and reliable control of the x-ray
probe is crucial for the high-resolution imaging in PXDM.
Thus, experimental and/or computational25 approaches for
correcting the positioning errors are highly required.

In this paper, we describe an experimental approach toward
high-resolution PXDM. We propose a method of correcting
the positioning errors using reference points. We demonstrate
success by quantitatively observing weakly scattering objects
in a large area and visualizing the detailed structures of
the wavefront of the focused x-ray beam. We discuss the
possibility of applications using next-generation x-ray sources.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiment of PXDM with datum reference was
carried out at BL29XUL (Ref. 26) in SPring-8. Figure 1(a)
shows a schematic of the experimental setup. The x-ray
beam was two-dimensionally focused using Kirkpatrick-Baez
(KB) mirrors at the x-ray energy of 11.8 keV.24 The flux of
the focused x rays was estimated to be ∼3×107 photons/s.
Samples were located at the focal plane. Figures 1(b) and
1(c) show the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image
of a test object and nanoparticles on the SiN membrane
as the samples. The test object is a Siemens star pattern,
which consists of a 200-nm-thick nanostructured tantalum
layer on a SiC membrane and contains the finest lines
and spaces of 50 nm. The nanoparticles are gold of ∼200
nm size fabricated by shape-controlled synthesis,27 which
was supported by a SiN membrane. The test object and
gold nanoparticle sample were illuminated in 7×7 and 5×7
overlapping fields of view, respectively, that were spaced by
500 nm. The sample position was precisely controlled by using
piezo stages with capacitives sensors. X-ray exposure times of
the in-vacuum front-illuminated charge-coupled device (CCD)
detector at each position were 90 s for the test object and
190 s for the nanoparticles. Both the sample chamber and
focusing system were set up in a constant-temperature room.
The temperature change was less than 0.05 K during the
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic of high-resolution ptycho-
graphic hard x-ray diffraction microscope. SEM image of (b) test
object and (c) gold nanoparticles of the samples. The x rays of
11.8 keV were two-dimensionally focused using KB mirrors. Samples
were located at the focal plane. To reduce parasitic scattering x rays
from the mirrors, guard slits were placed between the mirrors and
the focus. Forward-diffracted x-ray photons at each position were
detected using the CCD detector with a pixel size of 20 × 20 μm2

placed 2024 mm downstream of the sample. A direct beam stop
or aluminum attenuator was placed in front of the CCD detector.
X-ray flux was measured using a Si-PIN-photodiode after taking the
diffraction pattern at each position.

measurement of each sample. In the scanning measurement,
edge structures [see Fig. 1(b)] in the test object and an isolated
particle [see Fig. 1(c)] were used as the reference point.
Before measuring the diffraction pattern at each position, the
dark-field knife-edge scan method28 was performed at the
edge structure or the isolated particle to precisely measure
the drift of the focused beam position using the CCD detector.
The intensity profiles were fitted using a Gaussian function,
and then the peak position of the fitting curve was defined
as the reference point. The positioning error was corrected
on the basis of the datum reference. Ptychograpic diffraction
pattern data were separately collected to cover a wide-q range,
i.e., a part of the direct beam, low-q diffraction, and high-q
diffraction, by switching the beamstop and the 2-mm-thick
aluminum attenuator. The diffraction patterns were patched
and then those intensities were normalized by the flux value.
The total measurement time including read-out time from the
CCD, beamstop motion, flux data collection, and positioning
error correction was ∼10 h for each sample. The time spent
for the positioning error correction was ∼20% of the total
measurement time.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Image reconstruction of a test object

Figure 2(a) shows the SEM image of the test object.
Round dots indicate the x-ray irradiation positions. Figure 2(b)

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) SEM image of the test object. Round
dots indicate the x-ray irradiated positions. (b) Coherent diffraction
pattern of the test object observed at the position indicated by a
light-colored dot in (a). The diffraction pattern is composed of an
array of 1277 × 1277 pixels. q is defined as |q| = 2sin(�/2)/λ,
where � is the scattering angle and λ is the x-ray wavelength.
(c) Reconstructed phase map of the test object. The pixel size is
8.3 nm. The total pixel size is 1000 × 1000. (d) Enlarged phase map
of the area indicated by a square in (c).

shows the coherent diffraction pattern at the position indicated
by a light-colored dot in Fig. 2(a), where the low-q and
high-q diffraction patterns were stitched on the basis of
diffraction intensities. The diffraction pattern shows high
contrast in the wide-q range and a resolution of 8.3 nm
at the edge. Next, both the complex transmission function
of the object and the complex illuminating wave field were
reconstructed from the 49 diffraction patterns using the
extended ptychographical iterative engine18 within the weak
phase object approximation.15 The reconstruction was started
from an initial Gaussian wave field and a flat object of unit
transmission. The iterative process was continued for up to
1 × 104 iterations. Figure 2(c) shows the reconstructed phase
of the complex transmission function of the object with a pixel
size of 8.3 nm. The field of view is ∼10 × 10 μm2, which
is considerably larger than the scanning area of 3 × 3 μm2.
The phase shift is ∼0.2 rad, which is almost equal to the
theoretical value of 0.22 rad. The enlarged image [Fig. 2(d)]
sharply resolves the 50 nm lines and spaces. The artifacts due
to positioning errors cannot be seen, which indicates that the
correction of positioning errors worked well.

B. Reconstruction of the wave field of the x-ray probe

Figure 3(a) shows the intensity and phase maps of the
reconstructed wave field of the probe. The intensity and phase
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distributions are similar to those of Fraunhofer diffraction from
a rectangular aperture, which implies that the x-ray beam was
ideally focused in the present experiment. Figure 3(b) shows
the cross-sectional plots through the peak top of the intensity
map and beam profiles by the dark-field knife-edge scan
method for comparison. A good agreement of both profiles
indicates high reliability of the present ptychographic probe
reconstruction, being understood also by the fact that the
sample image was reconstructed in the field of view larger
than the scanning area [see Fig. 2(c)]. The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the central peak was approximately
570(h) × 610(v) nm2, which is close to 500(h) × 511(v) nm2 of
the diffraction-limited focal spot size. The six-order diffraction
spot is clearly visible, which is ∼4 μm away from the main
peak and has an intensity of ∼1/1000 of the main peak. This
is the first two-dimensional visualization of the wavefront of
a nearly diffraction-limited x-ray nanobeam produced by KB
mirror optics.

C. High-resolution observation of gold nanoparticles

Next, the phase image of the gold nanoparticles was
reconstructed. Here, the complex wavefield shown in Fig. 3(a)
was used as the illumination function. The iterative process
was continued for up to 1 × 103 iterations. Figures 4(a)
and 4(b) show the reconstructed phase and SEM image in
the same region after the x-ray radiation, respectively. The
features of the particles seen in both images are in good

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Intensity and phase of the reconstructed
wave field at the focal plane of the focused x-ray beam. (b) (Solid
line) Cross sections through the peak of the reconstructed intensity.
(Dotted line) Focal profiles measured by the dark-field knife-edge
scan method using the edge structures of the test object.

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Reconstructed phase map of the gold
nanoparticles. The pixel size is 8.3 nm. The total pixel size is 200 ×
200, which is a part of the reconstructed phase image. (b) SEM image
of the gold nanoparticles in the same area as (a). (c) Enlarged phase
image of the area indicated by a square in (a). (d) Cross-sectional plot
through line P in (c).

agreement. The phase image can be a projection of the electron
density distribution of the object, while the SEM image
shows the contrast of the surface structure. The difference
in thickness can be confirmed clearly as a contrast in both
images. Figure 4(c) shows the enlarged image of the phase.
The nanocube particles are clearly seen in Fig. 4(c). Figure 4(d)
shows a cross-sectional plot of the nanocube through line P
indicated in Fig. 4(c). The edge structure is considerably sharp
and its width is ∼17 nm which is the best resolution achieved
by PXDM. The phase shift of the edge is ∼0.2 rad, which
roughly corresponds to the value estimated from the edge
length of the gold nanocube.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have established high-resolution PXDM through the
illumination of a highly focused hard x-ray beam at the exact
position on the samples. The present method can be applied
to not only the observation of organelles inside cells or nano-
mesoscale structures buried within metallic materials of more
than 10 μm size but also the high-accuracy characterization
of the wavefield of the x-ray nanobeams. To shorten the
measurement time and improve the spatial resolution, an
increase in coherent x-ray intensities is required. The next-
generation light source such as upgraded synchrotrons and
energy recovery linac will meet this demand. Note that, as the
resolution approaches the wavelength, the thickness effect of
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objects plays a significant role in XDM.29,30 The propagation
of the diffracted x rays inside the object must be considered,
and hence, theoretical progress is crucially necessary.

Keyhole XDM is also a promising approach for
large-field-of-view and high-resolution x-ray imaging, which
can be improved as a single-shot imaging technique by using
XFELs. In keyhole XDM, the illumination function must
be defined beforehand. For example, the wavefield at focus
of the Fresnel zone plate (FZP) was retrieved by using the
intensity far from the focal plane and the basic knowledge
on the geometry of FZP optic.31 The present setup can be
changed to the setup of the keyhole imaging by moving the
sample to the defocus position. Therefore, both the probe
reconstruction and low-resolution observation are performed
by PXDM under XFEL radiation with attenuation. Then,
single-shot high-resolution imaging at the selected field of
view is carried out by keyhole XDM using an XFEL single
pulse without attenuation. The combination procedure using
mirror optics might be highly useful for imaging studies
using XFELs. We believe that this approach will open up the

frontier of the large-field-of-view (>10 μm), high-resolution
(<10 nm), and high-speed imaging (<50 fs).
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